The general formalism which connects quantum statistical and thermodynamical phase struc tures, developed previously, is applied here to a class of FCC-multi-lattice systems with four sublattices. A careful treatment of the symmetries gives insights into the origins of the rich phase structure. Arguments for the existence of the limiting Gibbs states are provided. A microscopic foundation of the Landau scenario for phase transitions, which predicts the active directions and the order parameters, is formulated for the considered models.
Introduction
In a previous paper the present authors have inves tigated the conceptual frame for the discussion of thermodynamic equilibrium states of a rather general class of long-range interacting quantum mechanical multi-lattice systems. For these models there exists a canonical set of macroscopic field variables (contact variables in the notion of [1] and [2] ) and of conjugate density variables. The reduction of the quantum statis tical state space (which equals the mathematical state space of the underlying quasi-local C*-algebra) to the thermodynamic state space had been performed in terms of a certain mapping. This has given a well defined relation between the quantum statistical and the thermodynamic notions. Various properties of pure phase states and mixed phase states have been formulated and interrelated with each other on both the statistical and the thermodynamic level of descrip tion.
Within this conceptual framework we discuss here a special class of FCC-multi-lattice models with four sublattices of equal (relative) size. The considered models originate from several sources in the literature and were also treated as short range interacting mod els with Monte Carlo methods (cf. also the discussion in Section 3). They have interpretations as meta-magnetic spin systems, as metallic alloys, and as hydrogenium gas placed on interstitial lattice sites in a host * Supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft. Reprint requests to Prof. Dr. A. Rieckers, Institute of Theo retical Physics, University of Tübingen, W-7400 Tübingen, FRG.
metal. We shall discuss the various phase structures mainly in terms of the magnetic spin language.
The symmetry of the considered Hamiltonians is introduced by starting from a global FCC-lattice space group. This O^-group contains elements which leave the sublattices invariant as well as transform them into each other. By homogenization of the inter actions within one sublattice (some authors even neglect these one-lattice forces completely [3, 4] ) we arrive at a description, where the original space group symmetry essentially shows up as the S4-symmetry of the interlattice permutations, which may be expressed as transformations of the unit cells into itselves. These transformations have the nature of internal sym metries which may be spontaneously broken in contradistinction to the permutations within the sepa rate sublattices.
Having specified the class of Hamiltonians accord ing the symmetry criteria, the evaluation of the ther modynamic phase structure follows the pattern worked out in [5] . The Haar measure of the internal symmetries, the partition function, free energy density and self-consistency equations are readily written down. The essential work consists in the numerical determination of those solutions of the self-consistency equations which give absolute minima of the free energy density. That is, one has then for all tempera ture and external field values the sets of the thermody namic equilibrium states expressed by the specific ex tensive coordinates (which in general are not simplices as, e.g., the states of the triple point of water). The general theory, however, associates with these data the set of quantum statistical equilibrium states in a 0932-0784 / 91 / 0700-0579 $ 01.30/0. -Please order a reprint rather than making your own copy. unique fashion, which always are simplices in an infinite-dimensional space and have the pure phase states as the extreme boundary. From general reason ing one knows that this set of pure phase states is decomposable into orbits of broken internal sym metries. We use here a certain symbolism with arrows to denote the orbit structure for broken S4-symmetry. The calculation of the specific entropy is helpful, since it has to be constant on each orbit. If only one orbit turns up, the existence of the limiting Gibbs states is ensured. We have here, however, also the interesting case that two orbits with different entropy values show up. This is connected with phase transitions of the first kind, which also inherit typical features of phase transitions of the second kind. There are many arguments for the existence of the limiting Gibbs state also in this case but we don't work them out here.
We check the Landau scenario for phase transitions starting from the microscopic theory and calculating the free energy expansion from the thermodynamic functions determined before. The active directions and order parameters are derived from the interaction matrix and are compared with proposals in the litera ture.
In this way we hope to demonstrate the fruitfulness of model investigations in which the exact relation ships between thermodynamics and quantum statis tics can be elaborated. Fig. 1 . Conventional unit cell of the face centered cubic (FCC) lattice (cf., e.g., [6] ) with the primitive translation vec tors ex, e2, e3 and the four simple cubic sublattices (the FCClattice is the infinite periodic extension of the above cell in the directions of v,, v2, t'3).
Lattice Algebra and Symmetries
As starting point we consider a particular threedimensional Bravais lattice, the face-centered cubic lattice r / = j.x e R 3; -x = I nt eh n; e TL where the basis vectors are visualized in Figure 1 . The associated space group is defined by ^1 )
Ol ={(D |r) g 0(3) x r / \ (D\t)x=Dx + t e F / Vx e F/} (cf., e.g., [6] Fig. 1.3 , Table 1 .4). It is symmorphic and has the cubic group Oh as point group. There are many and quite different model discus sions (cf. [3, 4, 7] ) which suggest to decompose T/ into four sublattices. We make here the following choice. Definition 2.1: The four sublattices of T/ are given by the following formulas, where a> 0 and {vt; 1 > i>3} is an orthonormal base system in IR3:
In Fig. 1 we have indicated the origins of the four sublattices (1, 2, 3, 4) . The edge of the cube has length a. Obviously the total set of variable vector indices is isomorphic to M := Z 3 x {1...... 4}.
For every element (/, q) e M the first index i e Z 3 gives the triple of cartesian coordinates and the second index q e {1,..., 4} indicates the sublattice. By inspec tion of Fig. 1 we get, for example, for the vectors 0,el ,e 2,e 3in T/ the coordinates (0, 0, 0, 1), (0, 0, 0, 4), (0, 0, 0, 3), (0, 0, 0, 2) in 0t, respectively. The action of Ol on T / induces an action of Ol on 01 in a unique manner, by which in general the sublattice indices are changed.
For the formulation of the thermodynamical limit one has to choose a set of local lattice regions {A; A <= M, \A\ < oo}, where \A\ denotes the cardinal ity of A. The requirement that in A each sublattice region is of equal size may be expressed by A = IJ ix { l,...,4 } , / l c Z 3, (2.3) ie A that is by joining finitely many unit cells, the latter being given by the index set {1, 4}, with which one may associate the usual primitive elementary cell of r / containing in fact just four edge points. This point of view has an important consequence for the symmetries in our models, for which we assume homogeneity of the interactions within the sublattices. This is expressed as invariance under permutations p\ Z 3->Z3, which act on M as q)^(p{i), q)e& .
(2.4)
The group of all such permutations p, which leave all points i outside a certain finite region A c Z 3 (depend ing on p) invariant, is denoted by P. Permutations of 0t, which transform one sublattice into another one in the same fashion for all sublattice points, are induced by permutations in the unit cells and constitute there fore the group S4. They act on 0t as
The connection between these groups and the space group OI is considered in the following. Lemma 2.2: Let the groups O l, P and S4 act in 01 as described above. Then it holds:
(i) For every Re Ol and every q e {1, . . . , 4} there is a rotation-reflection ARofTL3,a unit cell permuta tion nR e S4 and a translation tR such that R (i, q) = (ARi + tR,q,n R (q)), Vi 6 TL3. (2.6)
Moreover there is a decomposition (in TL3) tR,q=tR + t' R,q (2-7)
such that t' R q is "small" in the sense that the abso lute values of its components are not larger than 2.
(Observe that a unit step corresponds to one lattice constant a (cf. Figure 11 ). (ii) For every n e S4 there is an R e Ol such that n = nR in the sense of (2.6). (iii) If A is as in (2.3) a union of unit cells and R e 0% then RA is again a union of unit cells up to four "small" translations (which are not larger than two lattice constants).
R em ark: The small translations are due to the fact, that the origins of the different sublattices do not coin cide.
Proof: (i) Every R e is a finite product of the three translations (1, ek), l< /c< 3, and of four generating elements (Dt, 0), 1 < /< 4 , of the point group Oh. (One may choose for Dx the inversion and for D,, 2 < /< 4 , a rotation around an /-fold axis of the cube.) Direct calculations show, that the R = (Z),, 0), 1 < / < 4, satisfy (2.6) with tR q small (the components are in fact equal to -1, 0 or +1). The other elements of Oh have the form (D;, 0)~1(Dk, 0)(D;, 0), 1 </, k<4, and fulfill (2.6) again with tR q small. On the other hand, one finds for R = { 1, ek)2, l< k < 3 , that R(i, q) = (i + tR,q). IfR = (l,Zfc=i zkek), we write zk = 2uk + vk, vk = 0 or 1 (zk, uk e Z). Then R(i, q) = (i + tR + tRq, nR(q)) with tR q small (i.e., that again the components are equal to -1, 0 or +1). Now, since 0% is symmorphic, every R e Ol has the form R = R2° Rt with R2 e Oh and Rl =(i, Xk=i which leads to R(i, q )= R 2(i + tRi + tRi,q,n Ri(q)) = (ARi(i + tRl) + AR2tRi<q + tR2<nRi{q), nRiRi(q)), where we have a sum of small translations and a rotated small translation with components in [ -1, +1] which gives a small translation with components in [ -2, +2], which proves (i).
(ii) For every transposition ( = interchange of two elements) n e S4 one finds by direct calculation space group elements R := (a, 0) or R := (a, ek) with a e Oh a rotation-reflection and eke R 3 a base vector, such that R(i, q) = (ai + ek + tR q,n{q)) for all (i, q). Since an arbitrary element n e S4 is a product of transpositions we have proved (ii).
(iii) In virtue of (2.3), (2.6), and (2.7) we obtain 4 U (ARi + tR + t' Rtq,n R(q)) q = 1 ie A 4 = U + ^ »(«')>«') q'= 1 where AR = ARA + tR is independent of q and the t'R n-i(q) are small translations with components in [-2 * + 2 ]. □
The quantum mechanical algebra of observables of the lattice system is obtained by associating with every (i, q)=: r e 0t an algebra j / r, which here is assumed *-isomorphic to the 2 x 2-matrix algebra for all r e 01. (In the notation of [5] we have d = 3, r = 4, the number of sublattices, not to be confused with our variable r, and n(q) = 2, 1 < q < 4.) For every i e Z 3 the 4 4 algebra sJ{ := (x) s4(i q) is *-isomorphic to M := (x) J t (1).
<?=i ' <?= i The *-isomorphisms between the and and between the sä{ and M will not be made explicit by a symbol.
For every finite multi-lattice region A c M, not necessarily of the form (2.3), we associate the algebra where t 4<\A is the unit operator of s/a\a , correspond ing to the complementary set of A in A'. That is, r\A % A embeds säA *-isomorphically into sä a;. The C*-inductive limit of this system of local algebras and embed ding morphisms [8] gives the so-called quasi-local algebra [9] sä = (2.11)
where we have taken into account the associative law of (infinite) C*-algebraic tensor products [8] (with minimal cross norm). There exist canonical ^isomor phisms r,A: sJA^s J (2.12)
for every finite multi-lattice set A [8] , which embed the local algebras directly into the quasi-local algebra of the infinite lattice system. The structure of the observable algebra is relevant for a concise discussion of the symmetries. In general an element g of a symmetry group shifts the region A into the region Ag and acts on the observables as an (anti-)isomorphism witĥ satisfies again (2.14) and leads to an anti-automorphism 0j in sä (cf. also (3.13) ).
In our model discussion we restrict the A to the case of unit cell unions (2.3) and designate them -as in (2.9) -by the associated A. The set of all finite A is denoted by if. Since s/A is finite dimensional the Hamiltonian hA for this region is bounded and an element of stfA. A model is invariant under a symmetry group G, which acts via (anti-)automorphisms a , g e G, in sä, if < ( h A) = hAa, V A etf, g e G, (2.19) where Ag is again the ^-transformed region of A. It is well defined, if the original action of G in M maps unit cells onto unit cells. This is the case for (2.16), (2.17), (2.18), but not in general for (2.15). Since we are mainly interested in very large regions A it seems physically justified for mean field interactions to drop the small translations in (2.7). That is, we neglect the small shifts the sublattices may experience with respect to each other under a space group action R. These modified space group actions R map now unit cells onto unit cells, and are introduced only to motivate the special form of our model interactions. where ul n is a unitary representation of S4 in the unit 4 cell Hilbert space (x) <C2. Generally we call symq= 1 metries which arise in this way from (anti-)unitary operators in the unit cell Hilbert space internal sym metries of the multi-lattice theory. We shall consider only models, whose internal invariance group com prises S4 (but may well contain additional elements as / of (2.18)). The total internal invariance group of a model is called H. The entire symmetry group of a permutation invariant model is then
as was generally postulated in [5] . The point we want to emphasize is, that the original space group invariance of our homogeneous models (cf. also the discussion after formula (3.10)) appears here partly as the sublattice permutation group P and partly as the internal symmetry group S4. Whereas the P-invariance is never broken, one has for the inter nal symmetries the principal possibility of a sponta neous symmetry break down in equilibrium states. In fact, it is the broken S4-invariance combined with spontaneous magnetization effects, which leads to complicated phase diagrams in the considered models. where for every u e H the representing matrix M(u) = {mkn(u)) e <%(Rn") is given by uenu* = X mkn(u)ek k= 1 (cf. also [5] ).
With the Pauli matrix
we define first the "spin"-observables in the unit cell
and the particle number nq: = \ ( t # + sq) (q= 1 ,...,4 ).
By the *-isomorphy of with srf^ie TL3, we have the spin-observables now also at each lattice point /' . (The term "particle number" for the operators nq is con nected with the "lattice gas" interpretation of our special model system.) We next introduce as an "space-average" of the operators sq,n qe & for finite sets A e the density observables of the spins sq A:=m A(sq) (3.6) and of the particle number n"A:=m A(nq) = ^( tA + s"A) (3.7)
in the g-th sublattice {q = 1,...,4). The local Hamiltonians for the four-sublattice system considered here can now be written as
or, equivalently, as
The Eq g R are one particle energies and p is the chem ical potential of the particles being in the same chem ical state; the w^g R denote the 4 x 4 interaction parameters. With the definitions (3.6), (3.7) we reexpress the Hamiltonians (3.8) as Hamiltonians of magnetic systems Some remarks should be made concerning the pe culiar nature of the local Hamiltonians (3.8) (resp. (3.10)). On the one hand they provide a microscopic description of the thermodynamic behaviour of the considered system. On the other hand they are not "first principle" Hamiltonians but can be considered as approximations of Hamiltonians with translationally invariant and short-range interaction usually used to describe order-disorder phenomena on a physically defined lattice (cf., e.g., [7] ). The special type of approximation used here and called "homogeneization" consists of two steps. The first step is to choose a sublattice structure which mimics the different kinds of short-range behaviour of the "first principle" inter action [10] . The second step is to calculate the average interaction energy which has the i-th point in the q-th sublattice with some point i' in the q-th sublattice considering all pairs (i, i") g A x A.
In [7] , e.g., the considered sublattice structure is used to simplify a translational invariant interaction ranging only over nearest and next-nearest neigh bours with exchange interaction parameters Jnn and Jnnn. Each FCC lattice point has 12 nearest neigh bours, 4 on every of the three other sublattices and 6 next-nearest neighbours on the same sublattice (cf. Figure 1 ). In the Hamiltonian (3.10) the interaction of one spin of the q-th sublattice with all spins of the f-th sublattice is given by wqq if q = t and by 2wqt if q^t, respectively. So we arrive at W12 = W13 = W14 = W23 = W24 = W34 = 2Jnn, Wii=W22 = W33 = W 44 = 6 Jnnn. (3.11) This form of the interaction matrix is not only moti vated by the above ansatz concerning the range of the interaction, but can be shown to be a consequence of the S4-invariance as described in Section 2. To that end we relate the Hamiltonians (3.10) to the general ones of (3.1) using the definition in (3.4) and (3.6). Observe that uj = -1 and I 2 = identity transforma tion. As described in (2.18) we obtain the global spin inversion 0 , as an anti-automorphism of srf. According to the preceding discussion, the local Hamiltonians are invariant under H. Every other symmetry transformation, which does not affect the sq, acts as the identity transformation on the consid ered observables and is incorporated in the unit ele ment e of H. Since I 2 = e and I n l = n, n e S4, H is a group in the case B = 0, too. Every symmetry transformation involving the sq only, must be of the form usqu~1 = csn{q), where c e IR, with c2 = 1. Thus we have taken into account all pos sibilities.
The form of the Haar measure for finite groups is standard. □
Equilibrium States and Phase Transitions
The equilibrium states we want to consider in this section are on the one hand the local Gibbs states ooß A (A e if) defined by « ; A) := <t; r,A( e~^) A y / ( t ; rjA( e^h^) } , Aesrf, where t is the unique trace state on $4 given by T; (x) At ) = n t r^J / t r^l } i e Z3
On the other hand there are the accumulation points of the net {co1 3 / ; A e if}, which describe the considered system in the thermodynamic limit and are called limiting Gibbs states. Since the model Hamiltonians ^(e) of Sect. 3 are invariant under P and H the local as well as the limit ing Gibbs states are invariant under P and H, too. We have argued in [5, 11] that each state in the w*-closed, convex subset of permutation invariant states in has a unique (central) decomposition
where the (central) probability measure pt^ is concen trated on the extremal boundary de6fp. The states <p e dey p have product form cp= (g> and i e Zd are factor states; thus they have sharp macroscopic observables which is the reason for their interpreta tion as pure phase states. This means that each limit ing Gibbs state can be uniquely written as convex combination (4.1) of pure phase states, which are per mutation invariant but are in general not invariant under all elements of H, which is a concise form of spontaneous symmetry breaking. Since the symmetry under the permutation group P is never broken in our general class of models we restrict the following con siderations to the subset and refer to it as state space.
The limiting Gibbs states of the considered systems resp. their central decomposition will not be com-puted directly via (sub)net convergence of {coß / ; A e i?}, but indirectly using the minimum principle for the specific free energy and symmetry arguments. The latter method does not require to diagonalize the local Hamiltonians explicitly, which is in most cases impos sible. We recall some results derived in [11] , gives a characterization of each density matrix by an rc^-tupel of expectation values for the fixed basis ele ments e. The elements of the convex, closed set M <= R"a are therefore called specific extensive coor 1 Restricted to there is a one-to-one relation between states cp e .y(.a/) and density matrices q\ e sJA.
dinates. The combined mapping v°j~l: de6fp ->M plays a role in the transition from the quantum statis tical to the thermodynamical picture considered in the next section.
Evaluating the variational condition in (4.6) ensues that each cp e de9'(ß, g) is described by a density matrix }-\cp) = : Q = e-ßh{e)/tTäS{e-ßh{e)} e W (4.9)
with an effective Hamiltonian h(Q) = (e + 2w v(Q ))»2e& . We denote by M(ß, e) ^ M the set of solutions of the coupled equations (4.11) resp. (4.12) with minimal free energy. de£f(ß, e) and M(ß,e) are equivalent de scriptions of the system's equilibrium pure phase states, the former in quantum statistical, the latter in thermodynamical state space. Both are generally the union of several H-orbits mapped onto each other by v ° j " 1:
We recall that OH((p) = {0Z(p = ( p°0 u.-,u e H} resp. 0 H{m) = {M(u*)Tm;ueH} with cp e de9 )P and m = v 1(cp) are equivalent orbits in de£fp resp. M. The relative weights are uniquely determined by coßE [5] . An example for the case with two S4-orbits is already provided in Prop. 4.2 (ii), where the represen tation (4.13) is obtained by extending the group of inner symmetries S4 to S4 u /S 4 which determines the relative weights of the two S4-orbit states. Unfortu nately this method cannot be taken as a general rule to determine the Aks of (4.13) uniquely if the pure phases of different orbits differ in their entropy values.
By the following procedure we have calculated numerically the sets M(ß,e) for two representative combinations (w0, Wj) of the interaction parameters which are motivated by considerations in Section 5. For every element of a uniformly distributed net of starting points in xf=1[-1, +1] one nearby solution of the coupled set of nonlinear equations (4.12) has been calculated by means of methods of numerical mathematics (cf., e.g., [12] ). This step has been re peated with denser and denser nets until there were no -m, -B) .
To discuss the phase transition behaviour of our model system we recall the definitions given in [5] , .14) on which a qualitative change of the sets M(ß,s) <= M occurs, i.e., the number of the connected components and/or the dimensions of the connected components un dergo a change. A point (ß°, e°) e y, which has different types of equilibrium sets M (ß,e) in every neighbour hood, is called a transition point.
(ii) A phase transition is called to be o/Tirst or second kind resp. if the set function t ( ->M(y(t)) is discontinuous or continuous resp. at the transition point (ß°, e°). Transition points of phase transitions of the second kind are called critical points.
A neighbourhood of a set M(ß, e) can be simply constructed by the union of usual neighbourhoods (e.g., open balls) of its elements. The notion of con tinuity of set functions is more difficult to define (cf. [5] ). Here the intuitive idea is sufficient, that the equi librium states M(y(t)) change continuously with changing t if corresponding elements of M(y(t)) and M(y{t')) are close together whenever t and t' are so.
Examining the numerically computed results in Table 1 and 3 we arrive at the following statements concerning the transition points (ß, e) e E according to Def. 4.3 (i) for phase transitions of our model sys tem. We recall that e = (B. B, B, B, 0 ,..., 0) . In the case wo<0, ny = -w0 (Table 1 ) the sets M{ß,s) have two elements for ß > ß c and 5 = 0 and one element other wise, so there is a qualitative change on each con tinuous curve y passing the points {ß,0) e E, ß > ß c. According to the numerical analysis the two solutions in M(ß, e), ß> ßc and B = 0, are a finite distance apart Table 3 . The sets M(ß,e) for wo>0, w, = -3 w0 (cf. the text for an explanation of the symbols). because m < 0, but approach each other and finally are equal as ß tends to ßc. So we conclude that there is a discontinuous change of the equilibrium sets for every process passing through the points (ß, 0), ß> ßc, and a continuous one for every process through (ßc,0). The former phase transitions are therefore of first kind, while the latter are of second kind. Figure 2 shows the transition points in the ß-T-diagram (T = l/kß), while Fig. 3 displays the different phase regions in terms of the temperature and the magne tization (per cell). Some more comments on the figures follow the discussion of the second model class which we have evaluated numerically.
In the case w0 > 0, wx = -3 w0 (Table 3 ) the situation is more complicated. Above a critical inverse temper ature ßc there exist two critical fields 0 <B Ci(ß)<BC 2 (ß). If /? > ßc and 0 < ß < ß C i {ß) the sets M(ß, e) contain one orbit with six elements according to S4-symmetry; if ß > ß c and B = BCi(ß) there are two orbits with ten elements altogether; if ß > ß c and BCi(ß)<B <B C2(ß) there is one orbit with four elements; finally if ß > ßc and B = BC i (ß) there are two orbits with five elements. In all other combinations of ß and B the set M{ß,e) has only one element. According to numerical analysis the critical fields BC i (ß) and BC2(ß) tend to zero and the several elements in each of the above given sets M(ß,e), ß> ßc, approach each other as ß [ ßc. So we conclude that every phase transition passing through the points (ß,s)eE, ß > ß c and B = BCi(ß) or B = BC2(ß), is of first kind because independently of the direction of approach the sets M(ß,e) are enlarged discontinuously by a new orbit of pure phase states. Every phase transition through (ßc, 0) £ E is of second kind on the other hand because it is accompanied by a continuous change of the pure phase states. Figure 4 shows the transition points in the ß-F-diagram and Fig. 5 is like Fig. 3 a temperature-magnetization dia gram.
Fhe arrow symbols in all figures denote regions where the pure phase states belong to one orbit of the group of inner symmetries and a unique limiting Gibbs state exists. Fhe connected regions without arrows are regions where the pure phase states consist of two orbits and the limiting Gibbs state is a convex combi nation of the corresponding two S4-orbit states (cf. Tables 2 and 4), which have different entropy values. These regions are usually called coexistence regions. Figure 6 shows the entropy (cf. Sect. 5) of the co existing S4-orbit states in the transition points of Figure 4 . The vertical difference between two curves in Fig. 6 separating two different phase regions multi plied with the corresponding temperature of Fig. 4 gives the latent heat of the first-kind phase transitions.
In Sect. 5 we provide some analytical arguments that the points (ßc, 0) e E in the two considered cases are critical points in the sence of Definition 4.3.
Miscroscopic Treatment of the Landau Scenario
We summarize the general ideas worked out in [5] as far as we need them here for the discussion of our model systems.
As is well known Landau based his analysis of phase transitions of second kind [13, 14] (in the english translation of his textbook they are called of second order which may be confused with Ehrenfest's notion) on a Taylor expansion of a certain thermodynamic free energy with regard to a so-called order parameter, the equilibrium values of which are determined by a variational principle. Conditions for second-kind phase transitions to occur were given in terms of the proper ties of the coefficients of this expansion.
The class of models given by the Hamiltonians (3.1) has a specific (thermodynamic) free energy / (ß, e\ m) = f ( ß ,s ,j° v" !(m)) (cf. Eq. (4.4) and [5] is the specific entropy. f(ß, s; m) seems to us to be the appropriate function for an analysis in the sense of Landau: It depends on the one hand on (intensive) macroscopic parameters (ß and e) and on the other hand on some non-equilibrium variables m the equilib rium values of which are determined by the variational principle f(ß,e;m ) = m ff{ß,e;M ) (5.3) which is the thermodynamic version of (4.6) using the bijective mapping j °v~1.
Restricting the variation in m to a sufficiently smooth curve {x{rj) e M; rj e IR}, e.g., a straight line, one can expand the function f(ß,e; x(rj)) into an asymptotic power series 2 with regard to the curve parameter rj In [5] arguments are provided that the conditions (5.5) characterize a special case of a second-kind phase transition in the sense of Definition 4.3 (ii).
The conditions (5.5) imply that below the (inverse) transition temperature ß° the equilibrium value of the curve parameter is ij = 0 (A > 0 implies a convex shape of /(/?, e; x(rj)) in the vicinity of r\ = 0) while above ß° the equilibrium value will be r/ + 0 (v4<0 implies a concave shape). The parameter rj of a curve x leading to (5.5) thus behaves like an order parameter. The curves we consider hereafter enter the coefficients a ,..., C in terms of their first derivatives x'(0) only. Directions x'(0) leading to (5.5) with especially the necessary condition for A are called active directions.
The determination of the active directions of our model systems gives an explanation for the occurrence of only two types of phase diagrams in Sect. 4; furtheron we get an analytical formula for the critical temperature and arrive at proposals for order param eters including the ones given in the literature, e.g. in [7] .
We first need the specific entropy (5. 
where -1 < mi < + 1 (/' = 1,..., 4). By a suitable choice of the origin m° on the curve x the first and third condition in (5.5) can be fulfilled as we will show later, while the fourth condition holds already for all m° e xf=1 [-1, +1] and all directions m'4= 0. To examine the validity of the second condi tion it is obviously helpful to know the eigenvalues of the interaction matrix w = (wik). Since the second derivatives of the specific entropy are strictly negative ( -< 5fci/(l -(m°)2)) -s(m) is a strictly concave function (cf. [5] ) -there must be necessarily negative eigen values of w to provide a sign change of A, which is positive for very small ß (high temperature range). The corresponding eigenvectors are the active directions. If H'0 > 0, i.e. a2<X j , there must be X2 < 0; if w0< 0, i.e. X1<X2, there must be Xl < 0 or else there occurs no phase transition resp. there is a factorial limiting Gibbs state wßtfor all temperatures ß e R!|! andfields s e R '!*. P roof: (i)-(iii) follows by direct calculation. The second part is implied by [5] , Section 4. □ Figure 7 shows the ranges of the interaction param eters where phase transitions can occur and the corre sponding active directions. As one sees there are two different connected regions leading to two types of phase diagrams an example of each was given in Sect. 4 , where the numerical analysis indicated that in both cases (ß, 0) e E is a critical point in the sense of Definition 4.3 (ii). We now give an analytical proof. 1, -1, -1 ) be a normalized active direc tion in IR""-Then can be identified as a multiple of the curve parameter rj and thus fits to our scheme.
Conclusions
The model systems worked out in the preceding investigation are, to the best of our knowledge, the first rigorously treated models with several symmetry breaking orbits, in spite of the fact that this seems to be not an untypical property of systems with con tinuous and discontinuous phase transitions.
The rigorous treatment is enabled by the use of a long-range interaction instead of the usual shortrange interactions, which can be viewed as a kind of approximation, an idea which should be the subject of future research. The fact that the approximation al ready covers essential features illustrate the computed phase diagrams which agree with short-range dia grams with respect to their topological structure. Be sides that a lot of qualitative results is up to now not available for short-range models as, e.g., the H-orbit structure of the limiting Gibbs states and the general connections between quantum statistical and thermo-dynamical notions (which leads here to the micro scopic foundation of the Landau scenario). In the opinion of the present authors the advanced numeri cal methods for short range models should be supple mented by structural investigations, even if they may be rigorously carried through for simplified interactions only.
